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”BLUEPRINTING” A SLOT CAR MOTOR by Ken Irwin 
 

 
 
Warning : This article goes from simple to very complicated and possibly even outrageous. 
 
Blueprinting means getting the motor to “blueprint” or design condition (and in many cases 
better). 
 
These motors are mass produced and suffer from a number of “problems” that can be 
improved upon. 
 
Note: Check your local/national class rules before modifying a motor. There is no point in 
winning by cheating – or finding yourself disqualified after winning. Scrutineering tends to get 
more intense the more you win. 
 
The principal problems (in order of importance/likelihood): 
 

1) Poor alignments of armature to the motor’s magnetic field (the armature is hard up 
against one end or the other). 

2) Loose magnets. 
3) Loose bearing bushes. 
4) Poor brush alignment. 
5) Imperfectly balanced armature. 
6) Improperly made armature – no wrapping to secure wires. 
7) Commutator out of true. 
8) Brush spring set up. 
9) “Cheap” brushes and springs. 
10) Relatively “soft” motor shafts, which can bend in a crash. 

 
The above list is “generic” and applicable to all motors to some degree or another. These 
problems are not specifically applicable to the Pro Slot SpeedFX (shown in photos) which is 
generally a fine motor. 
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The following blueprinting was performed on a SpeedFX motor, but this applies to virtually all 
slot car motors. 
 
The following twelve steps cover the basics – after that is starts to get a lot more complicated 
and technical. 
 

STEP 1 – STRIP THE MOTOR. 
 
The brush spring retainer tab should be bent inwards slightly such that you can “pry” out the 
end of the brush spring with a small screwdriver. It should not be bent so far that you have to 
bend it open each time you need to remove a spring – if you bend this tab more than a couple 
of times, it will break off – so now is the time to set it correctly. Bend it inwards or outwards as 
required. 
  

 
 
 
You also don’t want the spring to come out too easily or it may simply “jump” out in a crash. 
 

 
 
Release the springs – being careful not to let them fly off (you may never see them again). 
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Check that both springs are set the same – in the photo above they are different (as supplied) 
– if the springs press unequally then a side load is imposed on the bearing which will waste 
power. 
 
Normal setting is 90° (as per the left spring above) bend until both are the same. 
 
Never use a mismatched pair of springs. 
 
Some people prefer a “Softer” setting – ie less than 90° - this reduces commutator friction and 
contact (current carrying) pressure so its obviously a trade-off. 
As the brushes wear down this angle is going to get less and less anyway. 
I prefer to run the motor in at 90° and then reduce it slightly – to about the position of the right 
hand spring in the above photo. 
 

 
 
 
Remove springs and brushes – Note: the springs are Left & Right Handed. 
Note: It is possible to remove the spring “backwards” – remove brush end, lift coils off boss 
and remove long end from lug. This works for overset lugs. 
 
Next: Remove the “Seal” Decal. 
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Some clubs / rules require the use of sealed motors which I consider a pile of crap since most 
people know how to work around this or can afford to buy 10 motors to get one accidentally 
good one. 
 
To remove the seal, heat the motor to 60-70°C with a hot air gun or in an oven – this softens 
the glue – carefully peel off the sticker (make a note of start and finish points for later 
reapplication) and place it on a silicone release sheet (the slippery backing paper off any 
decal) for later reuse. 
 

 
 
Mark the “Top” side - in this case it is self evident because of the axle cut out in the rear of the 
can and the magnet retaining tabs at the bottom. It is not always so. 
You don’t want to get the can reassembled the wrong way around as the motor will run in 
reverse (yeah sure you can just reverse the wires – but it’s a bit of a giveaway in “sealed 
motor” rules if your wires are on backwards.) 
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Remove securing screws. 
 

 
 
If the crimp-in tags are bent in prize them up with a small screwdriver. If you have “sealed 
motor” rules you need to bend these back on reassembly. If not, don’t bother. I normally panel 
beat these flush with the can after disassembly if I’m never going to use them again. 
 
Remove endbell and pull apart. 
 

 
 
Note: The blue magnet and the endbell bush simply came out with the armature as I pulled it 
apart – this is the kind of bad fit up we are trying to eliminate. 
 
Note: The white magnet is on the left (axle side) – again if you get these the wrong way 
around the motor will run in reverse with normal connections – so watch it. 
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STEP 2 – FIX THE BEARINGS IN PLACE. 
 
Push the bronze bush out of the plastic bell end. Wash the bush, bell end and motor housing 
in Benzine. An old 35mm film canister makes a great slotcar-motor washing machine. 
 

 
 

 
 
Use a butane torch to solder in the front bearing – solder around the outside edge – be 
careful not to get solder into the bore of the bush – if you do the bush is useless – replace. 
 
Tip: Get solder to take on the can first and let it spread to the bush. 
 
If your rules permit it – replace this with a ballbearing – also solder in place. Bearing is a 
metric flange MF52ZZ (KOYO, JAP or similar) For a ballbearing, tin O.D. & can hole with a 
soldering iron & flux, fuse into place with a low flame or large soldering iron – don’t “blue” the 
ballbearing. 
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Place a drop of superglue in the endbell and push the bush solidly back into place. Same 
caution – don’t get superglue into the bore of the bush. 
 
Tip: Get a drip of superglue onto a piece of scrap copper wire – use as a probe to apply 
superglue – this way you can avoid over glueing. 
 
You might also use a ball bearing here – but generally I don’t bother. 
 
 

STEP 3 – CHECK BUSH ALIGNMENT. 
 

 
 
Check the alignment of the bushes using a 2.0mm shaft – here I am using a 2mm die ejector 
pin (available from engineering suppliers like Toolquip) – you can obviously just use the 
armature – to check that it spins freely. 
 
If it is tight try to find out which end is causing the problem and use the pin to flex into place – 
you may end up resoldering or reglueing to cure the problem – DO NOT use the armature as 
a prybar. 
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STEP 4 – CHECK BRUSH HOOD ALIGNMENT. 
 

 
 
Use a brush hood alignment bar to ensure the commutator brush hoods are accurately 
aligned. (Here you must use a 2.0mm pin – you can’t use the armature for obvious reasons. 
An alignment bar is a rectangular bar the same size as the brush with 2mm holes at right 
angles – this is in case you wish to set the brushes “Vertical” (with the thick side across the 
commutator) or “Horizontal” (with the thick side along the axis of the commutator). 
See later – info section on motors and timing. 
 
You should also be checking the fit of your brush hoods to the brushes – the alignment bar 
also permits you to squeeze or panel beat the hoods to a better fit. 
 
Ideally the brushes should slide freely with as little clearance as possible. 
 

STEP 5 – CHECK ARMATURE / MAGNETIC FIELD ALIGNMENT. 
 
Push the magnets fully home against their retaining tabs. This should be flush against the 
outboard end of the can and both should be in the same position relative to each other – if not 
bend the offending tab until they are identical. 
 
Loosely assemble the can, armature and endbell (no need to replace the screws). 
 
Spin the armature with your fingers and allow it to freewheel to rest. 
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Push the shaft in to see if there is clearance between the armature and the endbell bush. 
Repeat pushing from the endbell end to see if there is clearance between the armature and 
the can bush. 
 

 
 
What we want is for the armature to spin, self centralise itself inside the magnetic field and 
come to a halt with 0.1-0,25 clearance (float) at both ends. 
We do not want it rubbing at either end. 
Remember, under power the armature will pull hard towards the magnetic center line and if it 
is prevented from doing so will bear hard against the offending bearing bush. This will result in 
a loss of power to friction. 
 
If it is bearing hard against the outboard (can) bush as is the case in the photo above we 
need to push this armature spacer further back. But before doing so we need to check the 
position of the commutator relative to the brush hoods. 
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In the above photo there is excessive clearance at the bell end - I have already adjusted the 
outboard spacer as far back as it will go – I cannot go any further or the brushes will run off 
the edge of the commutator. 
 
If you reach this point it has become necessary to move the magnets backwards towards the 
bell end until we get some clearance between the armature and the outboard end. 
 
 
 

 
 
Photo above – adjusting spacer using a pinion pushing tool. 
 
Do this incrementally checking at each adjustment for clearance or until you run into the limit 
imposed by the edge of the commutator. 
 
If you need to move the magnets back towards the bell end, do so by bending the magnet 
retaining tab using a punch and hammer as per photo below. 
Make sure you do both the same and do so incrementally checking after each adjustment. 
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Bending magnet restraint tabs backwards (if necessary) to move magnets back. 
 
After getting clearance at the outboard end we need to set the clearance at the bell end. 
In this case it needs to move out (which is a lot harder than inwards). 
 
 

 
 
You can shift it using a sharp pair of diagonal cutters as a wedge. 
 
Alternatively add motor spacers which is safer. 
 
Note: This motor uses push on spacer/thrust washer combinations. Some motors simply use 
loose spacers. When using spacers there should always be a phrenolic (plastic) spacer 
immediately behind the commutator. 
 
You must obviously adjust the “tight” end first – in this case it was the can end but could just 
as easily been the bell end. 
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A selection of motor spacers 

 
 

STEP 5 – SUPERGLUE YOUR MAGNETS IN PLACE. 
 
Once you are satisfied that you have free running clearance at both ends of your armature 
(0.1 to 0.25mm per end and about 0.3-0.5mm total “float”) then it is time to permanently glue 
your magnets in place with superglue. 
After going to all this trouble to get everything aligned we don’t want the magnets moving in a 
crash. 
 
CAUTION : Before doing this use latex gloves or apply barrier cream to your hands – 
especially if you have been using Benzine – cleaned skin can become permanently attached 
with superglue. 
Please be careful ! You can become way too attached to your hobbies. 
 
Dribble superglue into all the edges around the magnets. 
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Glue anyplace you can get to. Allow to cure. 
 
If at this point you are having any bright ideas about using glue to space the magnets closer 
to the armature for more power / performance – you would be hopelessly wrong – see 
detailed explanation later as well as tips for shimming etc. 
 
Now would be a good time to zap your magnets. (See later.)  
 

STEP 7.1 – SET UP YOUR ARMATURE. 
 
This is your armature. 

 
 
We are going to do the following – in this order :- 
 
1 Set the spacing (as per above) 
2 Check / Set the “timing”. 
3 Solder the commutator. 
4 Add binding (if absent). 
5 Replace shaft (if badly bent and worth the effort). 
6 Balance the armature. 
7 Skim the commutator. 
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STEP 7.2  – CHECK / SET TIMING. 
 
See later for a more detailed explanation of why a slotcar motor needs advanced timing but 
for a 16D you need about 25-30° advance – a Group 12 needs about 45° advance. 
 
Zero degrees is when the gaps in the commutator align with the center of the armature poles. 
Advanced these are offset anticlockwise (the direction the motor runs in viewed from the 
commutator end). 
Note: This is only true where the brushes lie in the same plane as the magnets – it is not true 
for plastics such as NC5 & 6 motors which have their brushes at an angle to the magnets and 
also have an offset wind. 
 
You will need a gauge – so here is one… 

 
Stick it onto a piece of card and make the hole in the middle to suit the armature – or you can 
go mad and stick it to a piece of aluminium 60 Dia. x 13.5 Dia x 10mm thick with an M5 
securing screw hole at 0° 
 

 
 
Set Zero at pole dead centre (sometimes there is a marker groove as in this case) or align 
markers to gaps symmetrically. 
Use a straight edge to take a reading from a commutator groove to a parallel line-up on the 
gauge – when viewing from directly astern. 
(This photo is off centre so you can’t correctly see that it lines up at 29°) 
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Caution: Measuring is one thing – adjusting is another. 
 
Adjusting can result in the destruction of the commutator or broken wires etc – throw the 
armature away – don’t attempt to adjust unless it is really necessary or you are confident you 
can do it (and that you want to do it). 
 
Adjustment: First check there is sufficient slack in the wires to the commutator to permit the 
adjustment. If your armature is “bound” – securing these wires – you will have to remove the 
binding and replace after adjustment. 
 
Next: Attempt to twist the commutator using your fingers – this is the safest method – if you 
can’t shift it, consider giving up or move on to more brutal methods. 
 

 
 
Use a chuck to grab the com by the connector diameter (slightly bigger than the com itself) 
whilst simultaneously turning up against the connector points themselves. 

 
 
In the above photos the binding is still in place (illustrative only). 
 
Move in small increments, check frequently for tight wires which may be as far as you can go. 
With soldered comutators it is sometimes advisable to desolder the wires, make the desired 
adjustment and then resolder them. 
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STEP 7.3 – SOLDER THE COMMUTATOR. 
  
Due to idiotic lead reduction laws (Caution this product may contain substances harmful to 
pregnant women – I know pregnant women get cravings but I never heard of one eating a 
slotcar armature ?)  Many armatures have their leads clinched to the commutator – these 
invariably become bad connections. 
 
I grew up in a house with lead plumbing and it hasn’t affected me in the slightest – just ask 
any of the talking plants that follow me around all day. 
 
CAUTION: DO NOT SOLDER THE COMMUTATOR UNLESS YOU HAVE ACCESS TO 
COMMUTATOR TRUEING FACILITIES SUCH AS A LATHE OR “HUDDY” COM TRUEING 
MACHINE. (You are going to need it if you solder.) 
 
To solder a commutator you need high temperature solder. 
 
Two problems: it can be hard to get hold of and it doesn’t solder well. 
 
Here’s a TIP – Drill a block of lead and keep the lead swarf strands produced. 
 
Solder with your favourite solder and flux – then add the lead strand until the solder won’t 
accept any more – you have now raised the melting point (by adding lead) to pretty much as 
high as your iron will go. 

 
 
Solder 

 
 
Make lead swarf to add to solder. 
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Add lead to solder. Alternatively add high temperature solder after tinning with your most user 
friendly solder/flux first. 
Solder will almost always reach the com – hence the need to skim – whatever you do don’t 
get solder to bridge the grooves – it’s a bugger to scratch out. 
 
 

STEP 7.4 – ADD BINDING. 
  
The binding of the wires behind the commutator stops them from flexing with every up down 
spin cycle which eventually flexes them to breaking point. 
If your armature is not bound – bind it with Terylene or Rayon cord (the stuff they use for 
“whipping” fishing rods – available from any tackle shop – is very good.) 
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Bind (4-5 turns depending on thickness) knot, lacquer (clear nail polish will do) allow to dry – 
trim. 
Note: Lacquering also helps re-secure the com if you have moved it. If you found the com 
easy to move you can add a dab of superglue to the back of the com before binding and 
lacquering. 
 
If you are fussy – use General Electric “Glyptal” clear armature lacquer – which is specifically 
for the application – if you can get hold of it. (It comes in 5l cans.) 
 
Inspect the windings for any loose turns – these will fret and ultimately break – lacquer to 
secure into place. 
 
 

STEP 7.5 – REPLACE THE MOTOR SHAFT. 
  
A shaft might become bent in a crash – it can be replaced by pushing out the old shaft with a 
new one (use a 2.0mm ejector pin from and engineering supplies shop – cut to the right 
length). 
This is not as easy as it sounds – you need special tooling to keep everything lined up and to 
prevent the shafts from buckling. 
 

 
You start with both (short & long) anti-buckling spacers in – when it dead-lengths remove the 
short one, when it dead-lengths again swop the long one with the short one and finally after it 
dead-lengths again remove the short one and complete the assembly. 
This will prevent your replacement shaft from buckling under the load of insertion (particularly 
if it’s a tight fit). 
 
Note: Detail 3A supports the lower end (spacer tube / whatever) of the armature and should 
just bear against it when the armature is loaded against Detail 6 – armature support. 
The keyway Detail 4 is very important to prevent rotation (Detail 1A – Key runs in this groove) 
– without it you will twist off the commutator (you can guess how I figured that one out). 
 
Details 5 & 6 have alternate diameter ends to shroud / support different diameter armatures. 
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The above PS700B damaged by failing to lubricate the rear bush – after shaft replacement 
and a comm skim it was as good as new. 
 
 

STEP 7.6.1 – BALANCE THE ARMATURE. 
  
STATIC vs DYNAMIC BALANCE 
 
If you simply add or remove weight from an out of balance object until it shows no tendency to 
rotate, this is termed “static balance” it is obvious that you have probably not added or 
removed the weight from exactly opposite the error so when the motor is rotated at high 
speed it would still be out of balance to some extent. 
 
“Dynamic balance” is accomplished by rotating the object at speed and analysing (on a 
sophisticated machine) the amount and location of the errors so they can be corrected for 
the object in motion. 
 
It follows that a dynamically balanced object is also statically balanced (but not vice versa). 
 
These motors are dynamically balanced but since this is a mass production process the 
balancing process is generally imperfect. 
 
Dynamic balancing is way beyond anything you can do at home. (Having said that the web 
holds many plans for home built rigs so it is possible.) 
 
So we go for a static balance on the understanding that if it is not statically balanced then 
neither is it correctly dynamically balanced and any improvement we make statically must still 
be better than leaving it as it was. 
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Balance on Stanley Knife blades vis :- 

 
 
You can make the block from Supawood (see drawings next), the three levelling screws are 
used to eliminate any slope or bias. 
Use brand new blades and be careful not to drop the armature onto them – place it very 
carefully in place – otherwise you create dents in the sharp edges which become obvious as 
biased behaviour). 
 
Get it levelled so the armature does not roll to one end or the other by itself. 
 
Allow the armature to roll (push it) slightly – if it has a heavy side it will always stop in the 
same position. 
 
Rotate frequently to be sure. 
 
If you can positively identify a heavy side – remove from the blades and drill material out of 
the heavy side. 
 
Note: if it stops with one pole facing up and two down you must drill both “heavies”. 
 
Use a 3mm drill – if there are two holes in that pole remove material equally from both. 
 
Don’t go too deep (max 0.5mm parallel portion depth) if you need to remove more, drill a third 
hole in between the existing two. 
 
If you drill too deep the core may break out at high revs. 
 
Remove material in very small quantities – checking frequently – repeat until the armature 
comes to rest in any position. 
 
You can further “fine” balance by adding weight – just add a dab of lacquer to the “light” side 
windings – repeat until balanced. 
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CAUTION: KEEP IN A SAFE PLACE OR CONTAINER WHEN NOT IN USE, 
THESE SHARP BLADES ARE A REAL HAZZARD SIMPLY LEFT LYING 
AROUND. 
 
 

STEP 7.6.2 – BALANCE THE ARMATURE (with a hammer ?????). 
  
If you are simply checking an old armature that you know for a fact was balanced but is now 
out of balance – particularly if it is severely out of balance. Then the armature shaft is bent. 
 
NOTE: Small changes in balance are normal due to heat softening of the winding lacquer and 
some shifting of the winding during hot use. If in doubt check the run out with a dial gauge. 
Don’t use this method unless you are sure the shaft is bent. 
 
Since it was in balance then we can correct it by bending it back – by hitting with a small 
hammer on a suitable anvil until we get it back into balance – at which point the shaft should 
be straight again. 
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Hit on the anvil (heavy side up) – never on the blades. 
If you get somewhere close to balance – stop hitting (it is unlikely you will ever get it 
completely right with something as brutal as a hammer) and go to drilling it back to balance. 
 
 

STEP 7.7 – SKIM THE COMMUTATOR. 
  
When the commutator was made it was probably diamond turned by some inscrutable 
oriental gentleman in a factory in Wanking. 
 
Unfortunately after all the slings and arrows of assembly and errors in the shaft and assembly 
process etc it is almost certainly no longer exactly true by the time it leaves the motor 
manufacturer in Foo-King. (High cost / quality armatures are turned after assembly.) 
 
We have by now also got solder onto the running surface so all in all we need to give it a skim 
to restore it to true. 
 
To do this you can use a “HUDDY” commutator Truing machine or my personal favourite a 
bench lathe. 
You need a very sharp cutting tool in high speed steel or Syndite (synthetic diamond) with a 
large side rake and ground almost to a polish on very fine wheels. Keep this tool only for 
skimming commutators. 
 
You also need a clamping bush and a tailstock bush – refer to photo below, 
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Mount clamp bush and secured armature in 4-Jaw chuck and adjust to true with a dial gauge. 
 
Run the commutator end in a guide tube (a piece of 5mm brass rod reamed to 2,0mm) in the 
tailstock drill chuck. (You could also use a motor bush in the drill chuck – but tool access can 
be a problem.) 
Apply Paraffin or Turpentine as lubricant with a brush and turn at 2000 rpm taking very light 
cuts until the commutator cleans up. 
When skimming an old com. You get to see how bad it was as it cleans up. 
If you do it right with a suitably sharpened tool then the grooves will not need deburring. 
If they need deburring use a sharp Exacto knife and a sharpened toothpick to clean out the 
grooves. 
Give it a final polish using #1200 water paper with Paraffin or Turpentine as a lubricant. 
Do not use any form of chemical polish on the commutator – it may look good but the 
chemical residue doesn’t come off and the com blackens and burns to a crisp in no time. 
You have been warned. 
Finally clean the armature in Benzine and you’re good to go. 
 
 
Skimming the com generally does not upset the balance (unless you removed a stupidly large 
piece of solder in the process) – so you might just want to return it to the balancing rig for a 
final test. 
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Our completed – spaced, bound, soldered, balanced and trued armature. 
 
To save yourself all this trouble you can buy “blueprinted” armatures – you still have to set the 
spacing. 
 
Below a ProSlot “blueprinted” armature – almost perfect – there is nothing you can do to 
improve this. 
 
 

 
 
Above a ProSlot PS700B (Big Dog) armature – N.C. wound – thin laminations  – perfection – 
a work of art. 
Note: Most rules permit “standard” 16D which is 60 turns of 28 swg wire. Most rules also allow 
the Proslot PS700B (“Big Dog”) armature which is 55 turns of 30 swg wire and runs highly 
timed at 36° - this armature generally requires you do something to up your magnetic field 
circuit strength – see later – that might not be permitted. 
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STEP 8 – CUT AXLE CLEARANCE IN THE REAR OF  THE MOTOR. 
  
At the beginning I might have cautioned you about cleanliness and particularly avoiding 
getting iron filings attached to the motor – all good and well, please do so. 
 
But this next step is going to make a mess – no way around it – so we will still have to clean 
up before assembly. 
 
The rear of the motor will in most cases foul the rear axle (in spite of the cut-out in the can) so 
we normally grind a groove here. 
This is best done with the motor disassembled – it is difficult to get all the junk out of a closed 
motor. 

 
 
Grind out using a diamond coated burr and a Dremmel. You can also do it on the corner of a 
grinding wheel but not as good. 
 
Compressed air will normally drive out all the dirt – don’t have ? – use Presstick to mop up all 
the dust that has stuck to the magnets. 
 
I can’t say I have ever noticed any loss of performance from grinding the magnets in this way. 
 
  
STEP 9 – GRIND IN THE MOTOR BRUSHES. 
  
Motor brushes are only partially shaped (in some cases they are simply flat faced) – we don’t 
want to run the damn things for hours to get them bedded in so we grind them – here’s how. 
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First make a brush “file” – you can buy such things but they are easily made. As in the photo 
turn a mandrel with a 2mm diameter pilot shaft and a diameter that matches your commutator 
– less the thickness of the #600 emery paper you are going to glue on with contact adhesive. 
Finished diameter should be the same as your commutator. 
 
Cut the piece of water paper and trim until it fits perfectly – apply glue and bind with elastic – 
allow to cure. 
 

 
 
Fit into endbell – assemble brushes and springs – rotate by hand to grind brushes – check 
frequently. 
You don’t have to take your motor apart for this when replacing brushes – keep an old (but 
properly aligned) end bell handy for just this purpose. 
Be sure to put the brushes back in the same way for further grinding or assembly. 
It might help to scratch a small identifying mark on each brush for this purpose – I normally 
mark the, - & + with the mark towards the terminal lug. 
 

 
 

STEP 10 - REASSEMBLE THE MOTOR. 
  
When replacing the securing screws, try to reengage the original thread – sure they will self-
tap a new thread but will far more easily strip – particularly if you do this several times. 
 
Apply a drop of oil to each bush – do not over oil. I use Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATF).  
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STEP 11 – RUN THE MOTOR IN. 
  
If you did not trim the commutator then it might be an idea not to grind the brushes and run 
the motor for an hour at 3-5 volts, an hour at 6-10 volts and finally goose it up and down to flat 
out for several minutes. 
 
If you skimmed the commutator and ground the brushes – run the motor for 5 minutes at 5-6 
volts and finally goose it up and down to flat out for several minutes. 
 
That’s it. 
 

 
 
 

STEP 12 – ADMIRE YOUR HANDIWORK. 
 

 
It sure as hell doesn’t look any different after all that effort – but believe me it will go like the 
clappers. 
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OMMISSIONS & ADVANCED TOPICS 
 
There are a couple of items I have not covered under blueprinting as these are generally “out 
of bounds” for 16D Class racing - but will discuss these now. 
 
1) Checking the can bush is dead centre – some people make a big issue of this. Personally I 
have not found this to be a problem. 
Sure you obviously would want your armature running dead centre symmetrical to the 
magnets but If you read on you will see why it is not that big a deal (the position of the 
armature inside the field will not have much effect on the overall magnetic “circuit” strength). 
 
2) Shimming the magnets to increase the strength of the magnetic circuit. The use of 
“focussed” quad pole (or more) magnets. 
 
3) Shunted motor brushes. 
 
Obviously 1 & 2 go hand in glove but if we are talking 16D class racing, this goes outside the 
category of “blueprinting” and maybe into the realm of “cheating” - depending on your club’s 
rules. 
 
Check your local / national class rules before modifying a motor. There is no point in winning 
by cheating – or finding yourself disqualified after winning – scrutineering tends to get more 
intense the more you win. 
 
 
Now familiarise yourself with what follows for a more comprehensive understanding of what 
makes a slotcar motor tick, this understanding will help you make better decisions. 
 
 

                   SLOT CAR MOTORS 
 

BRUSH GEAR, TIMING - ALL YOU EVER WANTED TO KNOW (AND 
PROBABLY A LOT THAT YOU DIDN'T) 
 
WHY DOES A SLOT CAR MOTOR NEED TO HAVE AN ADVANCED COMMUTATOR AND 
JUST HOW MUCH SHOULD IT BE ADVANCED ? 
 
A COMPLETE TECHNICAL DISCUSSION OF THE PROBLEM IS TOO HORRIBLE TO CONTEMPLATE, 
INVOLVING COMPLEX SUBJECTS LIKE HYSTERYSIS, RELUCTANCE, BACK EMF, PHASE DIAGRAMS etc. etc. 
YOU DON’T WANT OR NEED TO KNOW SO WE WILL KEEP IT SIMPLE……. 

 
When an electromagnet (the armature pole) is switched on it does not instantly reach its full 
magnetic power. This delay is very small (milliseconds) but in a motor turning at 1000 
revolutions per second it is a serious problem. 
 
To improve the performance of the motor the commutator is "advanced" - turned further in the 
direction the motor is turning - so that the power is switched on earlier in order that maximum 
(or at least optimum) magnetic strength is achieved when it is most needed. 
 
The timing can also be advanced by rotating the brush holders in the opposite direction to 
rotation. This achieves exactly the same result as advancing the commutator. (The new 
Slotworks & ProSlot motors have adjustable end bells) 
 
A slow turning motor would not need to be advanced and could be run clockwise or 
anticlockwise with the same results. 
A high speed motor is advanced to give optimum performance in one direction and at one 
speed only. 
 
Running an advanced motor backwards (i.e. running it retarded) for any length of time is a 
good way of converting it to smoke. 
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The degree of advance chosen by the manufacturers is also optimum for a given set of 
circumstances (field magnet strength, stack length, wire turns, desired rpm etc. etc.) 
 
Under braking, the motor is acting as a generator and the situation is reversed, here we would 
need to retard the timing to improve the performance of the "generator" at a specific speed. 
So advancing the timing degrades the motor’s performance as a generator – hence less 
“brakes”. 
 
So we have to settle for an advance setting which is a compromise between top end and 
braking. 
This is just one of many compromises that have to be considered in the design of a slot car 
motor. 
 
More advance will give you more revs and improve the higher end torque but will cause 
reduced braking. 
More advance will improve power at the higher revs but at the cost of a disproportionate 
increase in current and heat and a loss of low end power and torque. 
 
You can over-advance a motor i.e. you have advanced the  commutator to a position for 
optimum 80000rpm which is simply unobtainable (given the motor's power) on the 
racetrack.This will result  in overall poor performance, very poor braking, massive current and 
eventually - smoke. 
 
This motor might "sing" on a bench but be lousy on the track. 
 
Just for reference a Parma 16D driving 17.5mm diameter wheels at a lap average of 22kmh  
through  a  10:38 drive is rotating on average at 25343 rpm probably reaching peak loaded 
rpm of  45000- 50000 rpm. Unloaded it spins at about 60000 rpm at 12v. 
 
At 60000 rpm the armature poles have to change polarity 2000 times a second - fast hey. 
 
If we assume that the manufacturer has chosen the advance setting correctly (and built the 
motor properly) then we would probably be unwise to adjust the timing. 
 
However this assumption is probably faulty - the Parma 16D is nominally factory produced at 
20° advanced, in practice this can vary by several degrees. 
Also the Parma brush hoods are lousy and poor brush line up also affects timing as does 
many other factors such as magnets, driver preference etc. 
 
 

MOTOR BRUSHES 
 
In a 3 pole slotcar motor the ideal brush would have zero resistance and be paper thin. 
Even if such a magic material were available it would simply fall into the gaps in the 
commutator and jam the motor. 
 
The insulating grooves in the commutator have to be wide enough to prevent arc tracking 
across them and the brush obviously has to be wider than this in order not to fall in. 
 
Unfortunately this mandatory requirement that the brush be wider than the grooves leads to 
short circuiting of the voltage across the gap (this is very much lower than the applied 
voltage). 
If the brush were a very good conductor this would nonetheless result in high short circuit 
currents. 
 
Consequently all brushes are made slightly resistive, this being a compromise between the 
requirement for good conductivity down the brush and poor conductivity across the face of the 
brush. 
 
Brush technology is a science all on its own. 
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So we make the brush face wider and wider, this leads to improved conectivity. 
 
Some people think a wider brush leads to a longer power on period, in reality it doesn't. (It 
does change the shape of the applied voltage wave during the weak periods in the field but 
that's way outside the scope of this article and it's a non-event with 3 pole motors as other 
nasty things happen first) 
 
As we make the brush face wider we will see an improvement in motor performance but we 
eventually reach a stage where the under-brush shorts negate any improvement created by 
the increase in width. 
 
In three pole motors we unfortunately reach the point where one segment of the commutator 
can touch both brushes leading to a true short circuit (to the applied voltage). 
This is a really serious problem as under a true dead short condition, not only can no power 
get into the motor but the existing magnetic fields collapse rapidly adding to the short circuit 
current and effectively applying "brakes" during the period of the short. 
 
Note: because of the resistive nature of the brush it is never a true short circuit. Also the 
under-brush pressure diminishes (to the Cosine of the angle) towards the edges, the pressure 
there being typically 75% of the centreline pressure. 
 
All sorts of claims are made for brushes like “Golddust” “Bigfoot” etc and they are very good – 
the more copper in a brush the better its conductivity – the more Carbon less conductive. 
 
It follows that the “Blacker” a brush looks – the more carbon (and generally cheaper) it is. 
However you could have an armature that runs badly on a quality brush like a “Bigfoot” and 
better on a “cheap” brush. The higher Carbon brush being less trouble with under-brush and 
brush to brush shorts. 
 
However I would generally go for the higher copper content brush. There are some very 
expensive Silver / Copper formulations – which under the right circumstances might be better 
(re cautions above) but probably not in in a standard 16D setup. 
 
See next section for technical explanation of brush alignment problems. 
 

 
Above Silver / Copper brushes with inbuilt “shunt” wire – see later section on “shunts”. 
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BRUSH ALIGNMENT ISSUES - TECHNICAL 
 
REFER TO THE DRAWING :- 
 

 
Fig 1 - Shows a standard Parma 16D commutator and brush arrangement using the broad 
side of the brush as the width (refered to in some publications as a "vertical" brush  ie  with 
the slot in the back of the brush vertical). 
 
This gives 82.8° of contact and 13° of short - remember this 13° Occurs six times per 
revolution or 21.6% of the time the motor is running it is shorted - Aaarrrggghhhh !!! 
 
Fig. 2 - shows a "horizontal" brush arrangement (narrow side of the brush as the width) which 
gives 74.1° of contact and only 4.5° of short or 7.5% of the time the motor is shorted. 
Arguments over which arrangement is better wax and wane in US publications - my money is 
on “vertical” but use "horizontal" on an undersized (from trueing) com. 
 
However this is not the real problem, the Parma brush hoods are lousy and brush alignment 
terrible as a result. 
Tiny errors in brush alignment leads to huge errors in both timing and short durations. 
See diagrams and explanations further on. 
 
Also if the diameter of the commutator is reduced by skimming, massive changes occur - see 
Fig 2 - the commutator has been skimmed  0.25mm (0.5mm on diameter) contact has gone 
up from 82.6° to 95.8° and the short from 13° to 25°. 
Now I don't know about you but I don't want my motor shorted out for 42% of each revolution. 
I would suggest that if you have to significantly skim the commutator you switch to horizontal" 
brushes. See Fig 6 
One of the more common problems with the Parma is that the brushes offset to one side. 
Because of clearance in the brush hoods they shift in the direction of rotation which also 
retards timing. 
At only 0.3mm offset the timing is retarded 10.3° and shorting increased. 
At 0.5mm offset our timing is retarded 17.9° and shorting is 18.2° or 30% 
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Obviously if offset the other way it advances the timing - this being a fairly common "cheat" to 
advance the timing where this is not permitted. 
 
Since any clearance in the brush hoods (and there must be some) will allow the motor to tilt 
the brush slightly which will always retard the timing and increase the short duration. 
 
This is why running your motor backwards for a short while before a race helps (sometimes). 
The trailing edge tilts into the commutator and is rapidly abraded away so when you run your 
motor the correct way your timing is advanced and your short duration reduced - at least until 
the brushes fully settle in again – see Fig 7. 
 
SO FAR SO BAD BUT IT GET WORSE. 
 
All the above assume symmetry - if the offsets are in the same direction - see Fig 4 - then it 
really goes to hell in a handbasket. 
 
In Fig. 4 we have only a 0.3mm error but it results in asymmetrical application of power so 
that through 20.6° the motor is pulling and pushing simultaneously - simply defeating itself ! 
Remember this happens three times a revolution. 
Plus we have a 6° no-short on one side (which does not help us) and a 35.2° short on the 
other (which also occurs 3 times a revolution. 
So this motor is shorted for 29.3% of the time and "in neutral" (but generating heat) for 17.2% 
of the time. 
 
Combine this with an undersize commutator and it gets worse, a near certain recipe for hot 
copper to run out of your armature. 
 
The obvious conclusion from this is that brush hoods must be very accurately aligned. 
This is probably the most important setting on your car motor so get it right. 
 
If your brushes are skewed they should at least be symmetrical. 
 
If you find that your motor performance improves after fitting new brushes but starts to 
deteriorate after some bedding in then look at the contact angle on the face of the brush when 
you feel that your motor is running optimally (make a sketch) then file away the leading and 
trailing edges of the brush to this sketch whenever you feel performance is going off. 
 
Consider switching from “Vertical” to “Horizontal” if this is the case. 
 
This switch is not as easy as it sounds as you need to modify or panel beat your brush hoods 
to accept and accurately guide this new configuration. 
In some motors the fit is so bad (loose) that you can turn the brush – that is not good news – 
its ridiculous – fix it – brushes need to be accurately aligned. 
The Proslot detailed in the blueprinting section has excellent hoods and alignment. You would 
not be able to switch from “horizontal” to “vertical” on this motor without modifying the hoods. 
 
For yet another trick you can remove material from the trailing edge of the brush – chamfer 
say 0.5mm @ 30° this will reduce the effective brush width, reduce potential underbrush 
shorting and advance the timing. 
Similarly you can try the same thing on the leading edge this will do the same thing but retard 
the timing. 
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The diagram above shows how chamfering a brush by 0.5mm @ 30° can drastically reduce 
the short circuit angle while simultaneously advancing or retarding the timing depending on 
which side you place the chamfer. (Removing 0.25mm from both sides would reduce the 
shorting angle but leave the timing unchanged.) 
 
It follows that a great deal of “fine tuning” can be accomplished by fiddling with your brushes. 
 
If you find a “setting” that works well you will need to periodically remove the brushes as they 
wear to re-establish the correct chamfer. 
 
The obvious drawback is that will require frequent attention as the brushes wear and is 
therefore only suitable for sprint racing. 
 
The next diagram shows the effects of imperfect alignment. 
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Some motors have absurdly small diameter comms (relative to brush size). The Parma uses 
slightly smaller cross section brushes (3mm as opposed to the more common 1/8” {3.17mm}) 
because of its small commutator. 
I prefer a larger diameter commutator for less underbrush shorting - but this also increases 
power losses to brush friction – everything on a slotcar motor is a trade-off. 
 
See diagram below for the difference in short circuit angles for various combinations. 

 
 

ADVANCED POINTS 
 
Repeat Note: Check your local / national class rules before modifying a motor. There is no 
point in winning by cheating – or finding yourself disqualified after winning –  scrutineering 
tends to get more intense the more you win. 
 

BRUSH SHUNTS 
 
Slotcar motors can draw a lot of amps - on inrush particularly – up to 10A on a 16D and 20A 
on a group 12 often limited by the track surge lamps to anywhere from 15-25A depending on 
local regulations. 
 
That current can only get to the armature via the brush spring or via the friction connection of 
the brush in its hood.  
Needless to say the brush spring is not a good conductor and neither is the brush itself or the 
friction nature of its connection to its hood. 
Having said that the wall of the hood is going to conduct through less brush as its closer to 
the commutator – but when it loses contact (as it will do frequently) then the current is passed 
via the spring and down the brush (the worst route possible). Also the spring can heat up 
making things worse even going so far as to soften and fail completely. 
Some motors use a plastic spring post which will get burned off by an overheated spring – 
such posts should be protected by a metal sleeve. Most quality motor manufacturers now use 
metal bobbins instead. 
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Note ProSlot  Al. bobbins for springs          Above plastic post with heat sink sleeve. 
                                                                                        & Shunt Wires 
The advantage of using a brush with an attached pigtail lead (or shunt) is that power is 
supplied directly to the brush and into the brush for ±3mm (minimum length) so its better all 
round. See earlier photo. 
 
We cannot add a pigtail to plain brushes (I have done it but you need tooling and breakages 
are common – it’s difficult).  
However we can add a shunt wire from the terminal tab to the brush (as in the above R.H. 
photo of a Mura motor) – it’s obviously soldered at the tab and at the brush it is simply 
trapped under the brush spring in line with the spring. 
 
This is how you can go about doing it :- 
 
You can buy the lead but it’s just as easy to strip a piece of old multistrand flex lead vis :- 

 
 
You are going to need a pair of shunt leads ±13mm long – so start with a length about 35mm 
and solder it (quickly to prevent “wicking”) in the middle – yes the middle ! Then as lightly as 
possible at either end. 
Now we only need 1½-2½ mm of soldered length to solder to the tab so cut through your 
soldered section of wire about that far from where the wicking stopped – i.e. check where the 
wire can flex normally and cut accordingly. 
At the brush spring end we cut just short of where the wicking ends – we only want the barest 
minimum of solder here to prevent the shunt from unravelling itself. 
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Next add a spot of oil just below the soldered end and allow it to wick in – this will help 
prevent further solder wicking in to it when we solder it to the tab. 
Next solder tin the tab – do this before attempting to solder the shunt in place. 
Next hold the shunt wire just below the solder with needle nose pliers or tweezers – this is 
also to stop further wicking – and then quickly solder it to the end of the tab closest to the 
motor – this to leave the remainder of the tab available for the leadwire without unsoldering 
the shunt lead and risk further wicking. 

 
Next route the free end to the brush and secure with the brush spring. Ensure there is free 
play in the shunt and that it is not going to foul anything – particularly as the brushes wear. 
Also remember that crosswise will foul the brush hood before the spring does – so keep an 
eye on brush wear. 
 
Some references will tell you to insulate the brush spring at both ends with winding lacquer – 
frankly I don’t see the point (it’s to stop current flowing through the spring – I get that much 
but it’s so much lower with a shunt that it’s not worth worrying about) – if the shunt fails, the 
worst that is going to happen is you are back to the usual spring connection whereas if you 
insulate your spring and the pigtail fails you might come to a halt (the friction connection will 
keep you going but tends to be intermittent and worsens when it is the only source of power.) 
  
It’s your choice. 
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IS IT AN IMPROVEMENT ? 
 
This is the same motor I have been using throughout this article and you will see further 
power curves on it later (but fitted with a “blue” ProSlot blueprinted arm.) 
 
Below – back to back trials with and without the shunts. 
 

 
The lowest (51.77W) curve was without the shunts. 
The highest (colour – 56.47W) was with the shunts. 
The middle (55.08W) was for the shunts in place but unsoldered from the tabs. 
 
What this shows was there was a gain in power of 3.31W (55.08-51.77) due to the increased 
spring pressure being applied because of the shunt under the spring rather than by the shunt 
itself. 
The true gain from the shunt itself was 1.39W (56.47-55.08) or ±2½% gain – certainly 
worthwhile but not a huge advantage – but like they say every little bit helps. 
 

BRUSH HOODS 
 
These bits are what typically make up your brush hoods. 
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There are other arrangements using much more rigid machined tubes – typically made from 
extruded brass (hexagon outer, square/rectangular hole) which are typically soldered to the 
backing plate to improve heat sink capability. 

 
 
Above Mura with solid tube hood sleeves and shunt leads & enlarged heat sink plates. 
 

 
Heavy duty brush tubes. 

 
 

MAGNET POSITION 
 
Will moving my magnets closer to the armature improve my power / performance ? – for a 
standard motor the short answer is no. 
 
You need to understand what is going on - the resistance of the winding is very low about 0.4 
ohm which if connected to 12 volts should pull 12/0.4 = 30 amps - we know it doesn't but 
why? 
 
What happens is as the pole passes through the magnetic field this induces a reverse voltage 
which opposes the incoming voltage so that  at (say) 60000 rpm the induced voltage is 13.8 
volts and the applied  voltage is 14.2 so the current drawn is (14.2-13.8)/0.4 = 1.0 amp. 
 
(This is a simplified explanation – the truth is a little more complicated relating to the 
impeadance of the electromagnet – it is in fact an A.C. device – notwithstanding that this is a 
D.C. motor - the individual poles are being constantly switched back and forth at relatively 
high frequencies. The expanding magnetic bubble also resists the incoming voltage.) 
 
So if you move your magnets in you will increase the field strength and the reaction voltage 
will happen sooner - at lower revs. The same thing will happen if you fit “stronger” magnets. 
So field strengthening reduces rpm and as perverse as it seems field weakening increases 
rpms. 
 
But that is not the end of the story - if we move the magnets in / increase field strength - we 
get more torque - which is good - but in order to offset the reduction in rpm we must reduce 
the number of turns we have wound on our armature. 
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There is an optimum magnet position / strength for a given armature- so armatures wound for 
16D's expect the normal field strength. Any change in magnet strength or position must go 
hand in glove with an appropriate "wind". 
 
If we were to increase torque at the expense of revs then we get no overall gain in power. 
 
It should be obvious that you might gain from shimming but more likely you won’t – it’s an 
awful lot of effort for “might”. 
 
That said – with an appropriate wind – it will certainly give improved performance. 
 

O.K.  YOU DIDN’T LISTEN AND WANT TO DICK WITH YOUR MAGNETS 
ANYWAY. 
 
 

SHIMMING YOUR MAGNETS : 
 
Firstly understand that the magnets, the can, the clearance and the armature form a magnetic 
“circuit”. 
Since we must assume the motor manufacturer has made the core and can from high 
magnetic permeability 4% SiFe then the obvious point of most “resistance” to the magnetic 
circuit is the air gap (as air doesn’t magnetise well) magnetic resistance is termed “reluctance” 
to avoid confusion with electrical resistance. 
 
Reducing this air gap will increase the effective field strength by eliminating some of the 
reluctance of the air gap. 
 
Note: Shimming your magnets with epoxy will accomplish almost nothing as the permeability 
of epoxy is the same as air – all you will have accomplished is to move the gap from one side 
of the magnet to the other. (There is a very small improvement due to the proximity of the can 
at the sides. It could well be that such a small increase is exactly right for your armature – so 
some people will swear by this modification and it is often banned under club rules – it 
certainly doesn’t hurt to try it – if allowed. It could well turn out that in your motor this method 
works better than mine – I am more concerned that you understand what you are trying to 
achieve.) 
The same applies for brass and stainless shim stock. 
Steel shim stock from an engineering supplier is O.K. but less than desirable. 
 
Shimming must be accomplished with 4%SiFe – find an old transformer and use pieces of its 
laminations as shim stock. (Any laminations from motors. Contactors etc.) 
 
The next problem is how far are you going to shim ? These motors typically have 0.6mm 
clearance at the centre. 
 
You will note that the curvature of original equipment magnets does not match the armature - 
even allowing for clearance. This is not a mistake, the pole piece is really not working all that 
well at the outer edges and increasing the field strength at the outer edges will amplify the 
under-brush shorting problems that I mentioned earlier. (See further notes on this later.) 
 
If you shim up 0.5mm (recommended) then you can probably get away with this without 
having to “ream” or grind your magnets. 
 
This will exaggerate the radial error (see picture later) and unduly focus the magnetic field 
towards the centre. To overcome this you need to shim about 0.9mm and hone out the bore 
to 13.7mm diameter to leave about 0.1mm clearance (for about 90° of the magnet’s inner 
surface). 
 
To further complicate matters – the inner and outer radii of the (bent) shim are the same – so 
its thickness varies. The 0.5mm shim tapers down to 0.38 at its edges. The 0.9mm shim 
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tapers down to 0.64mm – you don’t have to shape the shim but if you don’t you’ll leave air 
gaps which is what we are trying to get rid of in the first place. 
 
You also want to keep the honed bore shape uniform. Parallel and highly polished. 
 
All this is very precise and time consuming work and as I pointed out earlier – if you don’t 
change the “wind” you will probably end up worse off (believe me I’ve been there). 

 
I didn't mention magnet shimming / honing under blueprinting as this goes way beyond 
“blueprinting” and because I fear you introduce more problems than you solve. 
 
It certainly takes your motor outside of the 16D class as a standard 16D “wind” will not 
perform in this set-up. 
 
The tiny clearance can also become easily fouled. 
 
Polishing both the armature and the magnet will result in reduced aerodynamic drag - but the 
reduced airflow and turbulence will result in less cooling - having said that, a great deal of the 
heat is still transferred to the can and the small gap assists this - so I can't say I've ever seen 
this to be a major problem. 
  

                      
               Developed Profile Of Shim 
 
 
The thickness error mentioned earlier is visible in the picture above where the shim is drawn a 
constant thickness. (Zoom in for a look). 
 
You might also need to remove burrs from the spotweld on the can or even “size” the can to 
get the radii to match up better (more bloody tooling). 
 
You might also want to check that your can bush is “dead centre” to the can before doing any 
of this. (Refer to step 3 earlier) – With the motor on a shaft, dial gauge the O.D. of the can – if 
the bush is off-centre you can enlarge its mounting hole – turn up a suitable plugging mandrel 
(to fit the can or between the magnets) to hold the bush aligned for soldering. You can also 
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mount it in a 4 jaw chuck or collet chuck on a lathe and machine an undersized soldered in 
bush to true dead center etc. etc. 
 
If you want a simpler shimming method, you can do it with epoxy filled with iron filings or my 
own personal preference = magnet dust. Given the problems of shim fit up this method works 
surprisingly well. 
Make your own iron filings / magnet dust by grinding any suitable material (old laminations, 
speaker magnets etc.) 
Grind against a diamond wheel on a bench grinder – attach a NIB magnet to the work rest to 
catch all the filings. 
Mix a quality slow curing epoxy and add filings until it forms a thick paste – add as much 
powder as you can. Use this to glue the magnets in place – use a dummy armature blank (or 
an old armature – depending on your required final position) – trim excess after cure. 
Tip: Apply release agent to can and magnets if you want to be able to remove or trim simply 
after doing this – you can always superglue into place later. This simplifies rectification if you 
make a complete hash of it. 
If you have access to a lathe you can first coat the magnets and then trim them to size (which 
is what I do) vis :- 

 
I next apply the paste to the back of my magnet pair and allow it to cure, then I trim the ends 
and sides with a file and finally turn the O.D. on a mandrel specially made for the job. 
The Delrin / Acetal washers act as an oversize guide / non-stick surface. 
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Once you have shimmed your magnets and are happy that everything is nesting nicely with 
no gaps and you have the bore somewhat smaller than the armature – you now can glue your 
magnets in place and proceed to “hone” out the bore. 
 

 
 
Note: Home turned end bell – hone does not always fit into the brush hood end – easy 
enough to knock up if you have a lathe. 
You can just make out the magnet dust / epoxy spacer on the magnets. 
Note: The crosswise magnet retaining tabs have been hammered flat – to bend them in over 
the shimmed magnets needs tooling – simply bending will likely crack or chip the magnets. 
I just place a blob of solder on the inside as a retainer and hope the epoxy does its job. 
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Above is a diamond coated magnet hone (forget the thumbscrew unless you want to wear out 
your fingers, use an electric drill / cordless – slow speed). 
These are available in different sizes from most US slotcar parts suppliers. 
You need to specify size – typically 0.550” (which is going to give you about 0.010” clearance 
over a standard armature. 
I do this immersed in water for cooling / lubrication, cooling being more important than 
lubrication. I used to use a light oil or paraffin – water seems just as good and far less bother. 
You obviously assemble this into the can and bell end and slowly use it to bore through the 
magnets – this gives you a perfectly symmetrical bore. 
 

MAGNETS & MAGNET ZAPPING. 
 
Magnets are made by sintering various materials into shape (materials such as ferrite, nickel, 
iron, Neodium, boron, sarium, cobalt etc) – sintering consists of first mixing these materials as 
a very fine powder (consistency of talcum powder) followed by compaction into a die under 
immense pressure followed by heat treatment in a controlled atmosphere furnace (typically a 
vacuum or reduction atmosphere) to fuse some or all of the materials together. 
 
At this point the blank has no magnetic field. 
 
The blank is then placed into what is generally termed a “Magnet Zapper” typically a high 
permeability magnetic circuit into which the blank is placed – typically the pole pieces focus 
down to the blank and the tips conform to the shape of the blank (re earlier comments about 
air gaps being bad news to magnetic circuit strength) typically clamping the blank in place 
with no clearance whatsoever. 
Magnet Zappers for slotcars typically consist of a coil and the motor can + magnets + core 
blank are placed in the centre of the coil. 
 
Below a typical slotcar Zapper – note plastic holder for the motor can (axle side – North – up). 
Can and holder are then loaded into the coil. 
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    A “Coil” type magnet Zapper 
 

 
 
 
 
On firing the Zapper an immense pulse of electrical energy from a capacitor is discharged into 
windings around this magnetic circuit – briefly introducing a very large magnetic field – this 
permanently polarises the magnetic blank(s). Zapper above produces 25000G for 1.5mS 
which is sufficient to reverse a 1200G slotcar Ceramic-Ferrite magnet pair. 
Typically this saturates the blank to its maximum magnetized state. Its maximum magnetic 
strength therefore depends on the material it was made from in the first place. 
 
Some magnet formulation such as NIB (Neodium, Iron – Boron) can be zapped to much 
higher magnetic strengths than say a Ceramic- Ferrite type – but the ceramic – ferrite type is 
less susceptible to fade and more resistant to heat than the NIB – so it’s a case of selecting 
what is suitable for the application. 
 
For slotcar motors the Ferrite – Ceramic is typically used as the NIB type (although more 
powerful ) are much more likely to fade in the presence of heat, mechanical shock and the 
alternating fields of the armature. 
 
MAGNETIC FAILURE IN A SLOTCAR MOTOR 
 
The motor magnets are subjected to heat in use (as well as heat from soldering into place) 
and the magnetic influences of the armature whirling away inside of them – this has the 
tendency to demagnetise the magnets over time. 
It also tends to drag the field out of line, displacing and unfocussing it – you may notice the 
effects of this in a motor that has gone “off the boil” for no obvious reason – you place it on 
the shelf and two years later in desperate need of a motor you press it back into service to 
find its now working well again (perhaps not as good as it once was but certainly better than 
when you shelved it) – what has happened is that the magnetic field has realigned itself while 
sitting idle. (It might realign but it will never regain its strength.) Such a motor would be 
rejuvenated by zapping its magnets. 
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MAGNET ZAPPING 
 
Commercially available magnet zappers are available for remagnetizing slotcar magnets. 
This can generally be done in a number of ways :- 
 

1) For the coil type (shown above), the can & magnets (without endbell & armature) with a core 
plug between the magnets is placed into a non-magnetic (plastic) holder to secure the 
assembly in the middle of the coil’s magnetic field. With this type of zapper you do not have 
the ability to zap a mounted or assembled motor (never a good idea in any case) – but they 
are way cheaper and more convenient to carry around than a hard pole type (which typically 
weigh 10-20kg). 
The iron slug may be a simple best fit round bar or a dual radius profiled slug (the inner radii 
do not share a common centre). The best fit round bar leaves air gaps at the outer edges so 
the magnetic field is focussed towards the centre – which is generally good – but the overall 
magnetic strength may be reduced due to the outer edges not saturating. 
A conformal plug will produce a straight through field which will be stronger overall be but not 
focussed towards the middle where it will do the most good. 
The best fit round bar is in my opinion the best method as its simplicity outweighs any 
dubious advantage. 
Note: The iron “slug” should always be made out of high permeability 4% Silicone – Iron. Mild 
steel is a poor substitute (but it works fine on Ferrite Ceramic types). 

2) For the “Hard Pole” type of zapper, the magnets are placed in the zapper with an iron core 
dummy rotor to fill the diameter in the inside of the magnet pairs as for the coil type. The 
clamps may conform to the outer radius and the core to the inner radius – for little or no air 
gap. See later, the inner slug can be slightly smaller and the clamps flat faced which will 
“focus” the field towards the centre of the magnet. 
With this type of zapper the magnets can be zapped in the can, out of the can, singly or in 
pairs or even the whole motor – in some cases even if soldered into the chassis (if access 
permits).  

 

    A “Hard Pole” type magnet Zapper 
3) As mentioned above you can do one magnet at a time (with appropriate pole pieces) – the 

gain of a slight increace in magnetic pulse (due to a shorter magnetic circuit) does not 
necessarily result in a more powerful magnet which has almost certainly been saturated (will 
not get any stronger).Worse a pair produced in two goes may have field misalignment and 
focus problems so its safer to do magnets as matched pairs. 

4) The next method is to zap the magnets in the motor can, with the armature in place and the 
brushes removed. If you don’t remove the brushes there is likely to be a large electrical short 
(of the pulsed induced voltage into the windings) which can damage the commutator and 
brushes). It will also interfere with the “zap”. 
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With this method you have the iron can & the air gaps to the rotor to interfere with your 
magnetic circuit as well as the limited saturation of the armature – so you will probably not 
achieve saturation of your magnets. Also the 3 pole armature can never align properly with 
the two pole magnets so the resulting field will be somewhat out of shape (see diagram 
later). 
Additionally the armature will become polarised – but this is not a problem as it is 
demagnetised in the first few revolutions once it is spun up -  by the rapid cycling of the 
poles. 
 
This method is not recommended other than as an emergency measure – however if it works 
well – then it works – feel free to do it again but I don’t approve. 
 
APPROXIMATE MAGNETIC FIELD SHAPE CONFORMAL vs NON-CONFORMAL 
CLAMPING OF MAGNETS IN ZAPPER. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
From the above it can be seen that using conformal pole pieces and slugs creates the 
potential for a far stronger magnetic circuit (by eliminating air gaps). 
However using the simple flat faced poles (normally as supplied with the zapper) and a 
simple iron core tends to focus the magnetic field at the expense of the outer edges being 
less than fully saturated – this will also happen in a “coil type” zapper as per the photo above. 
Since the bulk of the armature’s power output (per pole) is at the centre and the outer edges 
only serve to increase underbrush shorts this set up is generally advantageous as well as 
being simpler. 
Clearly there is yet another trade off at work here as to how much focussing is beneficial to 
the trade off loss of overall magnetic field strength. Equally clearly this can be adjusted by 
the shape of the clamping and core pieces – your guess is as good as mine ! 
Note: Zapping a magnet generally restores it to its original desired saturated condition it will 
not make the magnet “stronger” as such. 
 

Caution: Magnet Zappers Should Not Be Used Near Electronic Apparatus, Memory 
Storage Devices or PERSONS WITH PACEMAKERS or hearing aids. The EMP 
(electromagnetic pulse) given off when the Zapper is fired is potentially hazardous. 
 
Remove your digital watch, Cellphone, I-Pad, magstripe or chip and pin credit cards to a safe 
distance – typically more than 3m away preferably behind a steel shield. 
 
A final caution – follow the Zapper’s instructions as to pole orientation – if you put your 
magnets in the “wrong” way around their field will be reversed (and the motor will then run the 
other way). If you do this, correct by rezapping twice the right way around – as one zap may 
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not fully coerce the field reversal – similarly if you elect to keep the accidental reversal you 
should also zap it a second time for the same reason. 
A good zapper should be able to completely reverse the magnetic field with one zap. 
 

QUAD POLE (multipole) MAGNETS 
 
Multiple poles are used to further increase the “focussing” and alignment of the magnetic 
field to where it will do the most good. 
From the information earlier, an individual pole is going to do most of its work over 60° (±30° 
from the centre of the magnet) so this is where we would like most of the magnetic field to be 
focussed – since the next 60° gets involved in underbrush and dead shorts we would be 
quite happy for there to be no field at all here – but unfortunately that is not possible – but it 
emphasises why we want to “focus” the field toward the centre. The armature, clearance and 
radius mismatch all have a role to play here - More on this later.  
 

 
What should be obvious is that you cannot Zap multiple pole pieces without first dismantling 
them and individually zapping opposing pairs before reassembly (they are usually epoxied 
together or into place with special epoxy). A PITB 
So these are normally purchased from a manufacturer already built up – often already in a 
can. 
If you zap an assembled multipole you will turn it back into a single (made up of many parts 
but nonetheless a single). 
 
The radial is achieved using an external conformal pole and a small internal wedge / radius 
tipped centre pole (as per earlier graphic) – however because of the large non magnetic (µ0) 
gap this requires a massive jump in deliverable power not obtainable in most zappers. 
The same would be required for zapping assembled multipoles. 
 
You can approximate a radial magnet by using a “Butterfly” shaped conformal core slug 
which is also suitable for multiple poles.  As follows :- 
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Since your zapper will have limited power we want to get as much out of this as possible – so 
use high permeability iron, make the non-concentric outer radii to suit (the best fit diameter is 
less than optimum here but you can do that for expediency). 
Next machine the “V” either side – the gap in the middle should be as small as possible – 
obviously it can’t be zero but 1 – 2mm would be nice – however your zapper may not be 
powerful enough to wrangle the zapping flux through this reluctance- so start bigger and 
work your way down. Generally 3mm will work – you can also have a radius in the bottom of 
the “V” – then you can machine” this by drilling and hacksawing – crude but effective if you 
don’t have machine tools. 
 
In the R.H. drawing the material to be removed is shaded in green – particularly note the two 
crescent slivers because of the magnet face radius being bigger than the blank radius – non 
coherent centres. 
Obviously if you have honed out your magnets this does not apply, the magnet inner radii are 
true to the centreline. 
 
At each step, zap a pair of magnets and then reverse zap – if it reverses from full forward to 
full field reversal then you are O.K. and can take off more material but eventually you will run 
into trouble (you will need a Gaussmeter to check). 
If your zapper could not effect a field reversal in the first place then there is something wrong 
with it – replace or uprate it. Most zappers can be “upped” by simply increasing the value of 
the capacitor bank (add more capacitors).  

 
Above photo – plain and focussed zapping core plugs – standing on a graph of back to back 
motor trials which show no significant difference in output power. 
However the focussed field was much more sensitive to changes to advance and retard – 
see advanced motor testing later. I am not entirely sure what to make of this, there is only a 
small but insignificant advantage to the focussed field on the dyno but spun up off the dyno 
sounded “wilder”. I suspect the focussed field was less troubled by underbrush shorts but the 
focussed field narrowed down the timing “sweet spot”. 
 
Also the dyno’s inertial disc is not entirely “load free” and the aerodynamic drag of the 
photocell holes becomes considerable at high revs and the same unfocussed motor 
unloaded without the disc spun up to 65 000 rpm (measured with an optical / reflective 
tachometer) whereas it topped out at just over 50 000rpm on the dyno. 
The focussed field motor ran to 67500 rpm @ 12.5V so it was marginally faster unloaded. 
 
So zero Torque on the dyno means the disk is no longer accelerating – so it’s missing the 
torque driving aerodynamic, brush & bush friction – but overall that would only result in a 
“stretching out” of the above graphic and therefore does not detract from the fundamental 
usefulness of the dyno (See advanced Motor Testing later). 
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FIELD SHAPE 
 
The following is the approximate field shape with the armature in place but static and no 
power on the armature. 

 
 
What should be apparent is that focussing the field is advantageous but is a smaller 
advantage than you might think. 
The illustration on the left should also explain why zapping a motor with the armature in place 
(instead of a round blank) will never produce an equal and opposite pair of magnets – it might 
produce an overall magnetic field which is comparable but the one will be focussed to the 
middle and the other to the outer edges which is poor for performance and enhances 
underbrush shorts – so it’s generally a lose / lose situation.  
 

AIR GAP 
 
In most slotcar motors the gap between the armature and the magnet faces is smaller at the 
middle – i.e. they are not parallel / on the same centre. 
This is a “cheap” way to focus the magnetic field but at a terrible price in terms of available 
field strength lost – that said – remember the motor was originally built for a certain wind and 
that has been taken into account (one would presume) but it does allow you to get more out 
of your existing magnets – same cautions on appropriateness of winds. 
  

MAGNETS - SUMMARY 
 
So we can take existing magnets, shim them, zap & focus them, hone them & polish them all 
of which MIGHT improve our motor’s power output / performance – but only with an armature 
suitable for this uprate in magnets. 
 
It is also possible to do all this work and suffer diminished performance which is a serious 
bummer. 
 
As a rule of thumb I would suggest that when using a standard armature, even a blueprinted 
one, then it is not worth doing anything to your magnets other than zapping. However for 
some of the more serious winds like the PS700B displayed earlier I reckon its almost 
mandatory that you up your magnetic performance it certainly has less than standard number 
of turns and that generally would require “stronger” magnets.. 
 
My final caveat on this subject: Remember you can always overdo things. 
 

GAUSS READINGS 
 
Note: Although still widely used the term Gauss has been replaced in the SI system with 
Tesla where 1G =1x10-4T 
 
Gauss refers to the strength of the magnetic field produced by a magnet – its magnetic flux 
density. 
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Meters are available but you can also jerry-rig using compasses or use the pull off force of a 
steel ball and fishing scale etc (search the net for options). 
 
Below a “Go Fast Products” “Spin Doctor” Gaussmeter. 
 

 
 
 
As pointed out after zapping a magnet will almost certainly be saturated and therefore at its 
strongest. 
 
What we are concerned with is are our magnets a matching pair ? and are they stronger or 
weaker than what we normally use ? or are they better / worse after zapping etc. etc. 
 
In other words we only need a comparative value rather than an exact scientific result. 
 
A simple alternate method is to lay an iron rod – same diameter as inside radius of magnet 
but too heavy to be lifted by the magnet - on a digital weighing scale –zero the scale – attach 
the magnet to the middle of the bar an slowly pull it off – the scale will go further and further 
negative – note the reading in grams at which the magnet comes loose and record this force 
as an indicator of its strength. Since this is absolutely only a comparative value, it is 
imperative that you keep this iron bar for all future measurements. 
 
Next we should want to keep matched pairs together – two magnets in a motor are almost 
certainly made from the same batch of mixed powders and were zapped as a pair. 
The same would not hold true for magnets made years apart. 
 
We might find a range of values and after zapping re-match those that most closely match 
each other. Pack into containers and label their values. 
 
Now we can try a range from weaker to stronger to see which produce the best results on a 
given armature – remember the earlier caution that a given “wind” will perform optimally within 
a certain strength of field – stronger does not necessarily produce better results. 
 
 

POWER LOSSES IN THE MOTOR 
 
HEAT AND POWER LOSS IN THE MOTOR COMES FROM 4 SOURCES :- 
 

1) FRICTION:  Mechanical and aerodynamic / cooling air - eliminate where possible, 
bearings, alignment, reduced commutator brush pressure / friction, reduced magnet 
clearance, polished armatures/magnets etc. refer to earlier comments re magnet 
position & field strength. 

2) COPPER LOSSES:  I2R Loses to resistance of the windings – can be reduced by 
using the thickest wire you can get on for the number of required turns. The only 
other alternative is silver wire. 

3) IRON LOSSES = Losses due to hysteresis heating and “Eddy Current” losses in the 
iron core. These can only be reduced by using the best permeability 4% Silicone Iron 
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and by reducing the lamination thickness. Motors with thinner laminations and short 
stack lengths will lose less power to this phenomenon. Note: short stack length must 
still have enough iron core to do the job – with respect to wind and field strength. 

4) UNDER BRUSH SHORT CIRCUITS – unavoidable in 3 pole motors but can be 
reduced by correct brush material, spring setting and correct alignment of brushes. 
 

ADVANCED MOTOR TESTING 
 
Ideally you need to adopt a scientific method of recording all your modifications and 
adjustments – unfortunately that means you need to also be able to measure the outcome. 
 
“Measure that which is measureable, make measurable that which is not !”  
  - Galileo      –        a very wise man indeed ! 
 
Typically this has meant testing against the clock on the track – the problem with that is it is 
hugely subjective and if (like me) your driving abilities vary and the difference is small you will 
not really be able to tell. 
 
I have seen any number of half-arsed attempts at building a slot car dyno - commercial and 
otherwise (including my own “rolling road” below). 

 
 
This was an awful lot of effort to build, is a PITB to drag around and its totally analogue. 
Whilst it works, it only gives you brief glimpses and no output data. Yeah you can note down a 
bunch of readings but being a braked dyno it can convert a motor to smoke real quick. 
 
I now use this :- 
Fantom Racing Products™ / deCo SoftWare™ build a slotcar motor dyno That Works ! 
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How do I know it works ?  

 
 
It delivers repeatable results – re data comparison of two runs on same motor days apart. 
 
Results are within ±2% which is way better resolution than I have come across with anything 
else. 
 
You can print the graphics (above) which have been subject to smoothing algorythms – the 
raw data view is also available as well as a (raw) data download to the desktop which can be 
pasted into Excel etc. 
 
The program does not export graphics – the graphic above was created by using the 
screenprint key (which places a copy of the screen onto the desktop) and then using a photo 
viewer / editor – in this case MS Paint – new – paste - select area – crop – save as *.jpeg. 
 
It works by accelerating a known inertial mass (aluminium disk) and monitoring the volts, 
amps and acceleration (via photocells & 4 x holes in disk) – it then calculates torque, power 
and efficiency which it displays alongside the amps in the graphics which can be archived in a 
built in database. 
 
You can superimpose graphics to compare the differences from any changes you have made. 
 
I am completely blown away by this elegant piece of kit – not cheap but a lot less than I spent 
building my own and one helluvalot better. 
 
You Tube links to it being used (on a RC motor – it’s original design use) 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62pPeTleGhg 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhHDP17mNyk 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgCuty_rC-Y 
 
I’m not sure if this version is still available – there are also some DIY dynos on the web using 
the same principals. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=62pPeTleGhg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jhHDP17mNyk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KgCuty_rC-Y
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SOME DYNO RUN RESULTS 
 
The following are for the shimmed & honed motor above using a standard 16D “Blue” ProSlot 
blueprinted armature. 

 
 
The chart above is for “unfocussed” magnetic field, the coloured lines are with the end bell 
neutral, the upper grey curve is with the end bell fully retarded and the lower curve fully 
advanced – optimum would appear to be a neutral setting (for this motor set up only – don’t 
go jumping to conclusions). 
 

  
 
The chart above is for “focussed” magnetic field, the coloured lines are with the end bell 
neutral, the upper grey curve is with the end bell fully retarded and the lower curve fully 
advanced – optimum would appear to be a neutral setting but notice how much more 
pronounced the timing change is with a “focussed” assembly. 
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Above the comparison of the focussed vs unfocussed – back to back runs – the field was 
zapped to reverse and back in both cases – no other setting was changed. 
No difference – (at least not within the accuracy so the slight difference is not significant) - go 
figure ! 
As I pointed out earlier the focussed motor sounded wilder just running free and indeed it did 
spin to 67500rmp @ 12.5V vs the unfocussed 65500rpm. 
I think there is only a very small advantage to be gained by focussing the magnetic field. 
Again the results may vary dramatically from motor to motor – particularly if applied to a motor 
that has really bad brush shorting problems. So as with most things some people will swear 
by certain modifications. 
 
However I will trust only what the dyno tells me (assuming that its generally backed up by on-
track performance). 
 
Below a dyno comparison of an “out of the box” Parma 16D, a blue armature Proslot 16D and 
the motor above which has been magnetically shimmed, zapped, focussed & shunted. 
 
That’s a seriously significant increase in power. 
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A LESSON IN HUMILITY. 
 
I have all too frequently seen the fastest man on the day turn out to have the most 
underpowered car on scrutiny testing. 
After a recent enduro the scrutiny dyno run showed the winning team’s car (of six cars racing) 
had the second lowest power output and the second placed team the lowest. The most 
powerful car placed last ! (Obviously a more powerful motor helps but its not the be all and 
end all of Slotcar racing.) 
 
There were no major breakdowns in any of the teams so the only reason was driver ability 
and car preparation (handling). 
 
An endurance race is a great way of checking your performance within a team with the same 
car. It always annoys the hell out of me that in a team of three guys racing a car that I 
prepared, I am still the slowest driver – the awful truth that must be accepted it that the other 
two guys are just simply better drivers than I am. 
 
Lesson: You won’t become a winner with just a better motor, think twice before accusing 
someone of cheating. 
 

ADVANCED MOTOR DIAGNOSTICS 
 
If you have access to an oscilloscope connect the terminals of the motor to the scope and 
drive the motor in reverse with an electric drill or Dremmel - it is now working as a generator. 
 
Examine the voltage waveform coming from the motor - it should be a slightly distorted sine 
wave over a D.C. voltage (alternatively select  the A.C. filter on the scope to isolate the A.C. 
component). 
 
There are effectively 6 "bumps" per revolution of the motor and they should all be the same - 
if one in three is down - this is indicative of an internal short in that winding - alternatively if 
two in three are down then you either have two shorted windings (unlikely) or you have 
probably "thrown lead" this armature can probably be repaired by resoldering the com. 
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If one bump in three is missing then you probably have a broken wire – normally near the com 
(especially in unbound armatures) or even within the winding itself – which is less likely but 
possible. 
 
Where an internal short or break is diagnosed - the armature has gone to meet its maker - 
replace or rewind. 
 
What often happens is a single turn on a pole can develop a short - this then acts as a brake 
on the motor's performance - obviously the more shorted windings the worse the problem. 
 
A single shorted turn will degrade your motor’s performance by 20-30% - goodbye. 
Sometimes this short manifests itself after warming up or sometimes it goes away once warm. 
It can also be infuriatingly intermittent such as only at high revs so you car seems to “bog” 
towards the end of a straight – infuriating. 
One thing is for sure it will go from bad to worse. 
 
 
Note: As the timing on a motor is more advanced the waveform will become more and more 
oddly shaped with a lot of transient spikes at the short and release points discussed earlier - 
the rules remain the same - all "bumps" should look the same. 
 
You can also “stress” the motor (while driving it as a generator) by applying load to it – a 40W 
12V car headlamp bulb or 20W brake light bulb etc. 
 
You cannot test an armature with a multimeter for anything other than the grossest of errors. 
 
Testing with an accurate milliohm meter (such as a Kopriwa arm tester) or bridge is a step in 
the right direction but ideally you need to test it’s impedance at 1kHz @ 12V. 
 
 

SOME BAD EXAMPLES 
 
At a recent club 3hr. enduro I blueprinted 6 motors for free issue to the 6 teams – two of the 
teams elected to use an existing motor (since it was already in a chassis – both were 
practically brand new) and keep the free issue as backup – both these teams burned out at 
about 2½ hours – the blueprinted motors were going as good or better than the start. I rest my 
case ! 
 
Burnout #1 

 
 
 
Really untidy wind – obviously had loose loops which could have been secured by laquering. 
Ended up throwing a wire – smoke ! 
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This motor had also been running hard against the can bush due to improper alignment in the 
magnets – significant wear was present on the inner surface of the bush where the front end 
thrust washer had been rubbing. 
You don’t often see motors this badly cooked as the driver will normally stop – but in 
endurance races they tend to press on until it stops. 
 
 
 
Burnout #2 

 
 
In the above photo, the right hand motor is the blueprinted motor from the winning team’s car 
after 3 hours racing plus about 30 minutes of practice. Note the height of the remaining 
brushes – these could probably do another 4 hours. 
The left hand motor ground to a halt after 2½ hours because the brushes wore down so far 
that they were worn out and the brush spring came to rest against the brush hood. 
O.K. this is not really a burnout – but with only 30 minutes to go the team {which was in 
second place} were forced to retire. 
 
The difference being entirely due to the skimming of the commutator. All the motors 
blueprinted exhibited out of true from 0.02mm to 0,05mm TIR (total indicator reading) before 
skimming. 
This may not seem like much but in such high reving motors will lead to brush bounce which 
is detrimental to brush life and performance. Particularly since the Speed FX motor is 
equipped with very good quality but “soft” brushes. 
 
If you are concerned about removing material from the commutator during skimming, it is 
interesting to note that both of the commutators on the failed non-blueprinted motors were 
worn smaller than the skimmed blueprinted com which was hardly worn at all. 
 
An out of true com will NEVER self true – it will go from bad to worse. 
Sure, running in at low voltage for lengthy periods will help but will never completely “round 
up” the com. 
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Believe it or not the best way to run a commutator in is to run it flat out under no load – this 
works well for “plastics” – these I run at 15 Volts for 8-16 hours with a computer fan on it to 
keep it cool. Unfortunately slot car motors generate way to much heat with a lot of parasitic 
current so it generally doesn’t work well – it’s just a better idea to make the com perfectly 
round in the first place. 
 
Brush bounce is easy to spot – run the motor flat out and observe the trailing edge of the 
brush, a thin blue illuminated line caused by the short release as the commutator gap passes 
out from under the brush is normally visible along its trailing edge. 
With a properly trued com this is a faint uniform blue line, the more out of true the wider, 
brighter, erratic and “sparkly” the line will become. 
 
In the photo below you can see just how badly worn the commutator has become (yes this 
one did burn out – but the non burned failure above is as badly worn). 
 
Commutator Welding 
 
Earlier on I mentioned crimped connections on armatures as opposed to soldered. I am 
informed that these are actually ultrasonically welded. 
Copper to copper welding is notoriously difficult and so it comes as no surprise to me that the 
effects are little better than mechanical clinching. 
I have peeled a number of these joints open over the years and have never seen any 
evidence of actual fusion. 
 

 
 
 
Not the best of photos but there is certainly no fusion and worse the wires are necked down at 
the clinch. This is a stress raiser and an invitation to break – especially with an unbound 
armature which is the case here. I broke this wire picking it out. 
Maybe I’m old fashioned but give me solder any day. 
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CONCLUSION 
 
There are literally hundreds of small things that will contribute to building a high performance 
motor and no one thing will work every time. 
The information provided above should help you to make informed decisions when attempting 
to improve or rectify your slotcar motor. 
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I have similar MSWord files on the following :- 
 
Build your own power supply (as seen above). 
 
Build you own hand controller – Diode or Transistor. 
 
Build your own Magnet Zapper (as seen above). 
 
Make your own decals. 
 
If you would like any of these, feel free to contact me keni@worldonline.co.za 
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